Hasan Altunkaya
Practice
• Technology
• Business Services
• Industry
Areas Of Expertise
• Board & Leadership Advisory Services
• Family Business Advisory Services
• Executive Search
Memberships
• Member – AHK (Turkish-German Chamber of Commerce)
• Founder of Business Management Institute (BMI)

Education & Experience
Mr. Altunkaya, as being founder of the company, brings more than 25 years of Professional expertise to DataExpert. After
working long years in managerial positions at a leading information technology company, Mr. Altunkaya decided to found
“DataExpert” in late 1994, which would be one of the first Human Resources Consultancy company in Turkey, as the notion
of HR can also be accepted as an emerging for Turkey’s market. As DataExpert shines over 17 years, Hasan Altunkaya has
come up as one of the most reputed and respected HR consultants of Turkey.
Mr. Altunkaya, acting as a professional Executive Search Consultant, specifically focuses on Technology, Business Services
and Industry practices. Over the years, he leaded his team in fulfilling more than 3000 strategic positions for clients within
DataExpert. Mr. Altunkaya continues to develop strong relations with candidates and clients, and fulfill their strategies for
future.
Within years, conducting diverse executive search projects, he developed an “Invaluable Network” with his sincere
approach. Even so, his success not only stands on an invaluable network, but also on an excellent local market know-how,
assessment capabilities developed over years and especially on a passionate, ethical and reliable approach. Combining these
essential skills with his experience, he has been praised several times by press as the “Exporter of CEO’s”, the “Talent
Hunter” and as the most trusted name for the HR market of Turkey.
Additionally Hasan Altunkaya is engaged as an active entrepreneur in Turkish Professional Life, being part of diverse
projects.
Mr. Altunkaya continues to orient the professional lives of the Executives of Turkey, as leading strategic projects for his
loyal business partners, within DataExpert.

E-mail: hasanaltunkaya@dataexpert.com.tr
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